No, dear Kranich, my dear, good friend, not even yet t
I have not yet been humbled so much that I could or
would accept help. I am standing in the ring and must
win or go down alone. No third person may gain ao
advantage for me in this fight that I must wage with life.
I am ashamed that I should have been so overcome by
depression as to allow myself to send off such a miserable
wail of a letter. Everything is quite all right and quite in
order. It is no tragedy to have to put up with cold feet.
I am still well, I can still stand the stuffy atmosphere and
the work in the laboratory—and my work is progressing.
I have moments of extraordinary enlightenment which
carry me on with a rush. And the Geheimrat	
But that is a story in itself, a story that has a bad be-
ginning but which ends well. For it is a fact that one has
no conception of brutality until one has experienced it
oneself. And though the atmosphere about me may have
been cold and mocking and full of thorns, I had always
imagined that a pregnant woman was unassailable* But
I was mistaken: my vis-a-vis, Herr Bodrum, encouraged
by a morning pint of ale, permitted himself brutalities of
such a kind as I would never have believed possible.
One is strangely defenceless against things of that sort.
I cannot settle a dispute with a fellow student on the
duelling-ground, and I did not want the scandal of a box-
on-the-ears in the laboratory, so I laughed—although I
was nearer crying. All of a sudden there was a smashing
and crashing about the table. Morgenthau, the little man
from Haifa and Jerusalem, turned berserk, People looked
up, rushed up and pushed the two men outside to the
particular place where disputes are usually settled*
Afterwards all sorts of things .happened: Bodrum's
refusal to fight with a Jew, a Court of Honour, tumult,
strife, political excitement The whole laboratory was
involved and could talk of nothing else. And me in the
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